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Black Threads Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 193 x 127 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Do you know a curious quilter? Or
maybe you re a curious quilter yourself. There is no book quite like Quilters Questions: A Book of
Curious Queries. Whether you re a modern quilter, art quilter, traditional quilter or storytelling
quilter, this book of questions is for you! Packed with fun, insightful and thought-provoking
questions, Quilters Questions features more than 300 open-ended queries that probe feelings and
opinions across a broad range of quilting-related topics, including quilter identity, motivation,
fabric obsession, sewing friends, quilt designs and much more. Quilters Questions is a tremendous
amount of fun for quilters of all ages and experience levels. This book is: * Written by a quilter for
quilters * Easy to pick up, hard to put down * Hours of endless fun * Explores every aspect of quilting
and a quilter s life. even sex! * Thought-provoking and light-hearted questions expertly mixed for a
captivating read * Ideal as an icebreaker or group activity for quilting guilds What kind of curious
questions can you expect? * Would you accept $25,000 to...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is definitely worth getting. I actually have go through and so i am sure that i will gonna read through again yet again later on. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I-- Ha ilee Ar m str ong  I

These types of pdf is the greatest ebook accessible. I have got go through and that i am certain that i am going to likely to read yet again once again in the
foreseeable future. I am quickly could get a enjoyment of looking at a created pdf.
-- Giova nni Upton-- Giova nni Upton
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